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Abstract

Metal-containing (Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Pd) nanoparticles have been synthesized and immobilized on the surface of polytetraflu-

oroethylene nanogranules 150–500 nm in size. X-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy, X-ray emission, Mössbauer spec-

troscopy and EXAFS results demonstrate that the nanoparticles (3.5–6.5 nm) have a complex structure, are isolated from one

another and are strongly bonded to the surface of the nanogranules.

� 2004 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The great interest in nanostructured materials is

motivated by their fascinating magnetic, optical and

chemical properties, which depend strongly on the size,

composition and structure of their constituents. Particu-

lar attention has focused on monodisperse particles sev-

eral nanometres in size. In many cases, such particles are

needed in the form of dry, redispersible powders. A ma-
jor technological problem is spontaneous aggregation of

nanoparticles. One possible solution to this problem is

to use supports interacting with nanoparticles.
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In the context of nanomaterials engineering [1], con-
siderable attention has been paid in the past few years to

nanoparticles supported on the surfaces of various

nanocapsules: carbon [4], TiO2 [2] and mesoporous

SiO2 spheres [3]. As a rule, there is strong interaction be-

tween supports and nanoparticles, which prevents the

latter from aggregating. This approach has been com-

monly applied to nanocapsules larger than 100 nm in

diameter, which have a significant chemical affinity for
nanoparticles. A very promising approach to creating

nanomaterials with optimized physical and chemical

(catalytic) properties is deposition on semiconductor

nanogranules.

Many organic polymers have also been used in vari-

ous nanoparticle surface engineering approaches [5].

Most of the research effort has been concentrated on

nanoparticulate core/polymer shell systems with SiO2,
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of PTFENG metallization; (b) formation of

nanoparticles on the PTFENG surface in the course of metallization.
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Au and other cores. There has been less work on poly-

mer core/nanoparticulate shell systems, clearly because

most polymers are difficult to prepare in the form of

nanodispersions. Therefore, the development of new

techniques for stabilizing metallic nanoparticles on the

surface of polymer cores is a challenging problem. In
this work, polytetrafluoroethylene nanogranules (PTF-

ENGs) 150–500 nm in diameter are used to stabilize var-

ious metal-containing nanoparticles (MCNPs). The

nanogranules were fabricated by the thermal gas-dy-

namic method, suitable for commercial-scale production

of nanopowders.

Here, we report a simple and efficient chemical pro-

cess, using metal-containing compounds as precursors,
for coating PTFENGs with nominally monodisperse

MCNPs. The nanoparticles are examined by X-ray dif-

fraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy

(TEM), EXAFS spectroscopy, X-ray emission and

Mössbauer spectroscopy. This work has been motivated

by potential applications of PTFENG/MCNP systems.
2. Experimental procedures

2.1. Sample preparation

PTFENG/MCNP core–shell systems (where the core

is PTFENG, and the shell is MCNP) were prepared via

thermal decomposition of metal-containing precursors

on the surface of PTFENGs in mineral oil, as described
previously [6]. We used commercially available high-

quality PTFENGs [7]. Although the nanogranules were

nominally pure, their IR spectrum showed a weak fea-

ture at 1780 cm�1, due to C@O vibrations. All prepara-

tion steps were carried out by standard techniques in

argon. The precursors and solvents (Aldrich Chemical

and Acros Organics) were used as-purchased, with no

additional purification. The mineral oil was purified in
concentrated H2SO4, washed, dried and degassed at

250 �C.
To produce MCNPs from MRn (M = Co, Fe, Cu,

Ni, Pd; R = CO, HCOO, CH3COO) precursors, we used

well-documented thermal (or photoinduced) decomposi-

tion processes. These processes are well suited to our

purposes since their by-products are volatile and, hence,

can be removed easily at high temperatures. Previously,
similar procedures were used to embed nanoparticles in

polymer matrices [6].

The sample preparation procedure is schematically

illustrated in Fig. 1. We found that, at PTFENG sizes

from 100 to 500 nm, a fluidized bed of nanogranules

was formed over the surface of heated oil. This behav-

iour of nanogranules was used to immobilize MCNPs.

The process conditions were adjusted so that the new
phase was only formed on the PTFENG surface and not

in the oil: the nanogranules offered nucleation sites for
nanoparticle formation. In the course of deposition,

the nanogranules became progressively heavier, and

some of them left the fluidized bed and settled in the

oil. As a result, the MCNPs on their surfaces stopped

growing.

The typical procedure for fabricating PTFENG/

MCNP core–shell systems was as follows. An aqueous

(organic) solution of a metal-containing precursor was
added dropwise to a vigorously stirred suspension of

PTFENGs in oil heated to 250–300 �C. The mixture

was then held at temperature for 0.5 h for the reaction

to reach completion. After cooling to room temperature,

the resultant dark precipitate was isolated by decanta-

tion and filtration and then washed with an organic sol-

vent until free of oil.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization of the samples

The metal content of the samples was determined by

elemental analysis. A typical powder XRD pattern of

the PTFENG/MCNP (M = Cu) material is displayed
in Fig. 2. It shows diffraction lines characteristic of cop-

per metal, without peaks attributable to copper oxides

or other copper-based phases. In the case of other met-

als, we observed a more complicated picture.

TEM images were taken on a JEOL JEM-100B at an

accelerating voltage of 100 kV. TEM specimens were

prepared by placing a drop of an alcoholic suspension

of nanogranules on a carbon-coated copper grid. Fig. 3
shows a representative TEM image of as-prepared PTF-

ENG/MCNPs. The deposition of nanoparticles mark-

edly changes the surface morphology: there are

numerous dark islands on the (initially smooth) nano-

granule surface, which consist of MCNPs. As seen in



Fig. 2. XRD pattern of PTFENG/Cu; the peaks from PTFE are

omitted.

Fig. 3. TEMmicrograph of Fe-containing nanoparticles (d � 5.0 ± 0.5

nm) on the PTFENG surface and the corresponding particle size

distribution.

Fig. 4. Mössbauer spectrum of PTFENG/Fe.
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Fig. 3, MCNPs are distributed rather evenly throughout

the PTFENG surface. We find that all the nanogranules

in our samples are covered with nearly monodisperse

MCNPs. From the TEM image in Fig. 3, the average

size of the MCNPs [c-Fe2O3 prepared from Fe(CH3-

COO)3] was determined to be �5 nm, with a narrow size

distribution. The size distribution was assessed by exam-
ining more than 130 nanoparticles. The average sizes of

Co- and Pd-containing nanoparticles were 3.5 and 7.5

nm, respectively. Although the number of MCNPs sur-

rounding each PTFENG varied from sample to sample,

we were able to control the total amount of the depos-
ited metal per nanogranule by varying the precursor

concentration in the solution.

Additional information about the composition and

structure of MCNPs can be gained from EXAFS,

X-ray emission and Mössbauer spectra. Fe Kb5 X-ray

emission spectra were measured as described elsewhere
[8]. EXAFS spectra above the Fe K edge were recorded

in transmission on the EXAFS spectrometer at the Sibe-

rian Synchrotron Radiation Centre, with the storage

ring operating at a beam energy of 2 GeV and current

of 80 mA. The X-ray energy was selected by an

Si(1 1 1) double-crystal monochromator. The incident

and transmitted X-ray intensities were measured with

Ar-filled ionization chambers. EXAFS data were ana-
lyzed using the UWXAFS code [9]. Mössbauer spectra

were recorded with an MC1101E high-speed spectrome-

ter. The gamma source used was chromium-shielded
57Co. Isomer shifts were measured relative to a-Fe.
The results were analyzed using the UNIVEM-MS code

for Mössbauer data processing.

The 90-K Mössbauer spectrum of a PTFENG/

MCNP sample (M = Fe, 4.1 wt%) prepared using
Fe(CO)5 is shown in Fig. 4. The spectrum can be decom-

posed into four sextets and two central doublets. The

sextets, with magnetic hyperfine fields Hhyp = 341,

247, 220 and 136 kOe, are attributable to a-Fe and three

carbide nanophases, respectively. The a-Fe content eval-
uated from Mössbauer results is 15%, and that of the

carbide phases is 48%. The doublet with a quadrupole

splitting QS = 1.069 mm/s and an isomer shift
IS = 0.447 mm/s seems to be due to compounds contain-

ing trivalent Fe, probably iron oxides. The estimated

content of these compounds is 25%. The doublet with

QS = 2.903 mm/s and IS = 1.502 mm/s is attributable

to compounds containing divalent Fe. TEM micro-

graphs demonstrate that the nanoparticles are isolated

from one another and are distributed rather evenly over

the PTFENG surface. One would expect that the phase
containing divalent Fe (FeF2) is present in nanoparticle/

PTFENG interfacial regions. The number of Fe atoms

interacting with each nanogranule is not very large;

accordingly, the FeF2 content is rather low (12%).
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3.2. X-ray emission spectra

The Fe Kb5 spectrum of the PTFENG/MCNP (4.1

wt% Fe) sample shows three prominent components, la-

belled A, B and C. The parameters of the spectrum are

listed in Table 1 in comparison with those for standard
Fe compounds. As follows from its energy position, com-

ponent A, corresponding to the maximum in the spectra

of a-Fe and Fe3C, arises from the interaction of Fe va-

lence p-orbitals with 3d-orbitals of nearest neighbour

Fe atoms (so-called metal–metal bonds) [8,12]. Compo-

nents B and C originate from the interaction of Fe va-

lence p-orbitals with C 2p- and 2s-orbitals, respectively.

The Fe Kb5 spectrum of the sample contains the same
prominent features as the spectrum of Fe3C [8].

In addition, there are features D and E on the low-en-

ergy side of the major peak (15 and 22 eV, respectively).

These features are due to the interaction between the Fe

valence p-orbitals and the O and F 2s-orbitals, and their

energy positions agree with those in earlier studies [8,10–

12].

On the high-energy side of component A, there is a
satellite (A 0) which is characteristic of iron oxides and

fluorides but is missing in the X-ray emission spectrum

of Fe [8,12]. Thus, the Fe Kb5 spectrum indicates that

the nanoparticles studied here contain several Fe com-

pounds and that the Fe atoms in the PTFENG/MCNP

system may be co-ordinated to carbon, oxygen and fluo-

rine atoms.

To assess the phase composition of the nanoparticles,
the Fe Kb5 spectrum was decomposed into components

arising from a-Fe, Fe3C, Fe2C5, Fe2O3 and FeF2. It was

found that the net content of the carbide phases was

about 45%, and those of a-Fe, Fe2O3 and FeF2 were

about 12%, 25% and 18%, respectively, in good agree-

ment with Mössbauer results.

3.3. EXAFS

The normalized EXAFS spectrum of the Fe K edge

for the PTFENG/MCNP (4.1 wt% Fe) sample prepared

using Fe(CO)5 shows a narrow strong peak at the Fe K

edge, which attests to the presence of low Z atoms in the
Table 1

The bands in Fe Kb5-spectra of the sample PTFENG/MCNP (M = Fe;

4.1%wt, obtained from Fe(CO)5) and for comparison the data for

standard compounds

Compound Fe Kb5-spectra components, eV

A B C D E

Sample 7108.0 7106.4 7109.2 7091.1 7084.5

a-Fe 7108.0 – – – –

Fe3C 7108.0 7106.3 7109.1 – –

Fe2O3 – 7106.5 – 7091.2 –

FeF2 – 7105.8 – – 7084.4
nearest neighbour environment of Fe. The Fourier

transforms of the k1- and k3-weighted spectra were com-

puted over the range of photoelectron wave numbers

k = 3.1–12.4 Å�1 (Fig. 5).

The first prominent peak in Fig. 5(a) (r � 1.5 Å)

corresponds to the nearest neighbours of the Fe atoms.
The asymmetry of this peak indicates that the chemical

environment of Fe has a complicated composition. The

mean nearest neighbour distance is �2 Å (after phase

correction), characteristic of bonds between Fe and

low Z atoms (C, O, F). The k3-weighted Fourier trans-

form, in which the relative contribution from high Z

atoms is more important [13], reveals a prominent

peak at r � 2.2 Å, corresponding to Fe–Fe interaction
(Fig. 5(b)). The fact that this peak only emerges in the

k3-weighted Fourier transform suggests that the per-

centage of metallic Fe in the nanoparticles is rather

small. The peaks at r � 3.5 and 4.5 Å are characteristic

of the bcc structure of a-Fe and also indicate that the

nanoparticles contain only a small amount of Fe me-

tal. To determine the structural parameters of the first-

and second-neighbour environments, we carried out
non-linear fitting [9] of the experimental data by spec-

tra simulated with the use of FEFF7 [14]. Since the

first and second peaks in Fig. 5(b) overlap, a two-step

fitting procedure was used. First, the structural charac-

teristics of the second neighbours, corresponding to

Fe–Fe bonds, were evaluated. To reduce the contribu-

tion from the low Z atoms to the second peak, fitting

was carried out in the ranges k = 4.9–13.3 Å�1 and
r = 1.8–2.8 Å. The Fe–Fe co-ordination number in

the nanoparticles was found to be smaller than that

in bulk a-Fe, indicating that the crystal structure of

the nanoparticles was distorted on account of the small

size of the Fe core.

Next, the composition and structural parameters of

the nearest neighbour environment were refined. Fit-

ting was carried out in the ranges r = 1.0–2.8 Å and
k = 3.1–12.4 Å�1. Attempts to represent the co-ordina-

tion of Fe by a single model (only iron carbide or fluo-

ride or oxide) were unsuccessful. In view of this, we

tried phase mixtures and evaluated the structural

parameters of the nearest neighbour environment using

the Fe–C, Fe–O and Fe–F backscattering paths known
Fig. 5. Fourier transforms of the (a) k1- and (b) k3-weighted spectra of

PTFENG/MCNP.
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for bulk Fe2C5, c-Fe2O3 and FeF2. As input parame-

ters, we took the contents of these phases inferred

from X-ray emission and Mössbauer spectroscopy

data. The contributions from different phases were

added using mixing parameters. In this way, the con-

tributions of the iron carbides, iron fluoride and iron
oxides to the first neighbour co-ordination were evalu-

ated to be 50%, 20% and 30%, respectively, with an

estimated uncertainty of about 1%. The best fit curve

is shown in Fig. 5(b) together with the Fourier trans-

form of the experimental spectrum. The EXAFS re-

sults agree well with the phase composition inferred

from Mössbauer data.

Thus, some of the Fe atoms are co-ordinated by car-
bon atoms, and some, by fluorine and oxygen atoms.

The major phases in the nanoparticles are Fe3C and

Fe2C5 (�47%), the Fe metal content is estimated at

16%, and the c-Fe2O3 and FeF2 contents are about

26% and 11%, respectively. Fig. 6 shows the structural

model of nanoparticles on the PTFENG surface inferred

from these results. The model ensures the best agree-

ment with experimental data and fits well with EXAFS,
X-ray emission and Mössbauer spectroscopy data. The
Fig. 6. Structural model of metal-containing nanoparticles on the

PTFENG surface.

Fig. 7. TEM micrographs of (a) a PTFENG (d � 150 nm) and (b) Co-co

(c) nanoparticle size distribution.
possibility of PTFE defluorination by metallic nanopar-

ticles was examined earlier [15].

3.4. Magnetic properties

The Co-containing nanoparticles with an average
diameter of �3.5 nm (Fig. 7) in the sample with a Co

content of about 4 wt% were found to possess interest-

ing magnetic properties. Fig. 8 shows the variation of

the magnetic moment M during zero-field cooling

(ZFC). Above �25 K, the temperature variation of M

is typical of ZFC experiments with single-domain mag-

netic nanoparticles: the magnetic moment increases with

temperature and reaches a maximum at an average
blocking temperature ÆTBæ � 270 K. At room tempera-

ture, the sample has a rather low magnetization,

M � 9 emu/g Co (at 6 kOe), which is markedly lower

than the bulk value (160 emu/g Co), and a significant

coercive field (�600 Oe). The magnetic anisotropy of

the nanoparticles was estimated as KV � 30kBT/

V � 6 · 105 erg/cm3, which is comparable to the bulk

value (106 erg/cm3). In our recent work [16], cobalt
ntaining nanoparticles (d = 3.5 ± 0.5 nm) on the PTFENG surface;

Fig. 8. Magnetic moment of the sample containing 4% Co in a zero-

field cooling experiment; measurements in a field of 2.25 kOe.
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nanoparticles of nearly the same average diameter

(4 nm), dispersed in a polyethylene matrix have shown

markedly higher values: ÆTBæ � 600 K and

KV � 6 · 107 erg/cm3.

Since the particle concentration in our samples is low,

we neglect the magnetic interactions between the parti-
cles and take into account only the surface and finite-

size effects. The surprisingly high magnetic anisotropy

of nanoparticles is commonly interpreted in terms of

surface effects. However, a significant reduction in KV

may result not only from interfacial conditions, which

are very specific in this work, but also from the complex

chemical composition of the nanoparticles. Indeed, be-

low 25 K the magnetic moment shows an unusually
sharp increase (Fig. 8). It is not inconceivable that this

effect is due to very small nanoparticles, which behave

as paramagnets even at very low temperatures. We how-

ever failed to discern such small nanoparticles in TEM

images of our samples. Another possible reason is that

the nanoparticles contain CoF2. As found by Lines

[17], the perpendicular magnetic susceptibility of bulk

CoF2 grows significantly below the Néel temperature
(�38 K). Since the magnetic transition temperature in

nanoparticulate systems tends to be lower than that in

their bulk counterparts, it is possible that the low-tem-

perature anomaly in our samples results from the pres-

ence of the antiferromagnetic phase CoF2, as

supported by the low value of magnetization.

The complex broadening pattern in the EPR spec-

trum also suggests that the nanoparticles consist of
several phases. Fig. 9 shows the room-temperature and

77-K EPR spectra of the sample containing Co-based

nanoparticles. The shape of the resonance line is seen

to be temperature-dependent: with decreasing tempera-

ture, the spectrum broadens and shifts to lower fields

(Fig. 9). Moreover, the weak feature near g = 2.00 disap-

pears on cooling to 77 K. At room temperature, there

are at least three distinct lines, near g = 2.0 and 2.5
Fig. 9. Room-temperature and 77-K EPR spectra of the sample

containing 4 wt% Co.
and at very low fields. The signals with g-factors differ-

ing from 2.00 are likely to result from CoF2.

Thus, our magnetic and EPR data suggest that the

nanoparticles in the sample containing 4 wt% Co have a

complex internal structure, including, probably, a metal-

lic cobalt core and a surface layer of CoF2 and/or CoO.
Preliminary results on the catalytic activity of PTF-

ENG/Pd-NPs were obtained using phenylacetylene

hydrogenation as a test reaction. The PTFENG/Pd sam-

ple was found to exhibit catalytic activity comparable to

that of conventional Pd catalysts. Systematic studies are

needed to characterize this unique catalyst, consisting of

metallic nanoparticles immobilized on the surface of

PTFENGs, a novel type of support.
The nanomaterials studied in this work are poten-

tially attractive for a number of other applications. We

believe that PTFENGs covered with magnetic nanopar-

ticles are of great interest for technological applications

ranging from magnetic recording to biodiagnostics and

therapy. They are also candidate materials for perma-

nent magnets: melting PTFENG/Fe-NP powder at

�320 �C under a layer of oil, we have for the first time
obtained magnetic PTFE [7]. It is interesting to extend

the approach described here to other magnetic, semicon-

ducting, dielectric and ferroelectric nanoparticles in or-

der to stabilize them on the surface of nanogranules.

Further studies of PTFENGs as supports for such nano-

particles are under way in our laboratory.
4. Summary

In summary, we have developed a novel procedure

for the immobilization of nanoparticles which offers

the possibility of controlling the properties and stability

of various nanoparticles. The PTFENGs and MCNPs

have been examined by TEM. The results indicate that

the nanoparticle size is in the range 3.5–7.5 nm. We have
also analysed in detail the composition of the nanopar-

ticles. The core–shell structure of the PTFENG/MCNP

samples has been confirmed by TEM, EXAFS, Möss-

bauer and X-ray emission results.
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